EXPERIENTIAL TEAMBUILDING
“You can learn more about a person in one hour of play then in one year of
conversations”
Plato
I hear, I forget. I see, I remember. I do, I understand”
Confucius
Methodology behind the concept

Sensory mix

Comparing effectiveness of different methods of learning

Lecture
Reading
Audi visual
Demonstration
Discussion Group
Learning by doing
Teaching one-on-one
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EXPERIENTIAL PROGRAM PACKAGES ON OFFER
Lights, Camera. Action: This event combines the need for the
team to think and work creatively in a short period of time.
Strengths and hidden talents are highlighted when the finished
films are shown at the end of the session. Visual thinking and
planning allows participants to brainstorm together, thereby
fostering more ideas and generating consensus within the group.
An OSCAR's event can follow with awards distribution.
Dragon Boat racing: This exciting and entertaining sport has
caught on in Dubai and can be arranged to create a day to be
remembered. Chemistry, coordination, strategy, communication all
play critical roles in their success. The group is divided into teams
that compete against each other for the trophy. Approvals to hold
the event, boats and related equipment, instructors, safety
equipment etc. are all arranged.
High ropes adventure:
adventure A high energy fun event which provides
opportunities to break through our perceived limitations and
extends our comfort zones further afield. Several obstacle courses
and high as well as low ropes activities have been designed
specifically to address team challenges and push the limits. Under
pressure, the truth comes out and leadership, planning,
communication, trust, support, competitive spirit and breakthrough
thinking emerge.
Camel polo:
polo A fun event which provides a unique opportunity to
experience something new. A structured event. Having undergone
rigorous training, including polo mallet swing technique and camel
riding skills session, players will be equipped with all of the skills
necessary to battle it out “on the hump” in the finale knock out
tournament!
Boat building: Much more than just a boat building activity.
Allows teams to experience the value of planning and
sharing a common goal. Safety is kept paramount. Shallow waters
+ life vests are mandatory. A good way to observe team dynamics,
individual strengths and team spirit. Engagement is key to success
and success is theirs to have in this event.
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Equine inspired Team build:
build These programs provide the
opportunity to develop leadership skills and engage in team
building activities through the use of dynamic learning techniques
involving horses. Interacting with a horse is an empowering
experience which can enable the practice of unique skill‐sets in a
nonjudgmental environment.
Carbon footprint challenge:
challenge Teambuilding dovetailed with
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). A marriage made in
heaven. Corporates pay for one activity and get two targets
achieved in the same price. Several options exist including Energy
Audits, tree planting, cooking challenge (followed by distribution to
the less fortunate), bicycle manufacturing for charity etc.
Life is a stage (Theater): Creativity, participation, role allocation
and resource utilization are all part of this theme. Yet another right
brain thinking concept that connects the left brain as well with
thought provoking yet creative elements included. Fun prop's
create a light hearted atmosphere and is worth loads of laughs
while bringing out the team dynamics and strengths.
Corporate Value alignment: This activity has a creative element
in terms of taking digital pictures of the environment that depict
specific corporate values and then painting them onto canvases.
Team canvases are then collected and a large mural created for
the corporate offices as a reminder.
Go Karting: Indoor as well as outdoor venues are available.
Teams prepare strategies and play to peoples strengths in this
relay driven challenge. A pit stop challenge, sprint race and
qualifying rounds. These can be arranged on a exclusive basis i.e.
only our team will have access to the circuit or, we could share it
with others on the day. It is a fun day out with lessons to be learnt.
Yachting Challenge: A full blown participative event that involves
& engages every member with structured role allocations. Teams
prepare strategies & play to peoples strengths while ensuring
value add from every member in the team. Teams are taught the
basic skills required to sail & to maneuver a sail boat.
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Several other innovative methods are available including activities that highlight specific

areas that need to be addressed to meet organizational objectives. There is something for
everyone. Mental challenges, physical challenges, Innovation / Creativity. A fun day out with
team development in mind. Activities are customizable to fit specific requirements.

Cooking Challenge

Water Sphereing

Laser Tag

Adventure series

Team Drumming

Lost on an Island

Bicycle build for charity

Treasure Hunt

Ski Run

Values Painting

Paintball
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Focus activities

Ice rink hockey

Web Access

